
LHC - latest in a long line of rings

The LHC - Large Hadron Collider -
ring in CERN's 27-kilometre LEP
tunnel is the natural next link in an
accelerator chain first forged in the
mid-1950s with the decision to build
Europe's first state-of-the-art high
energy synchrotron at CERN.
A lot of ground has been covered

since the LHC idea was launched
over a decade ago. While the basic
machine design has moved through
several iterations, preparations for
the experimental programme are well
underway.

CERN is now responding to the
December 1991 request from its
governing body, Council, to supply
detailed information on the technical
feasibility of the machine, its costs,
and its experimental programme.

Long range planning 

In the late 1970s, when plans for
CERN's LEP electron-positron
collider were being pieced together,
far-sighted people were already
looking further ahead. With the LEP
tunnel itself a major investment for
the future, the circumference of the
ring and the tunnel cross-section
were kept as large as possible, so
that another ring could be fitted in
when the time came.

On the physics front, the ultimate
quest was the mysterious higgs
mechanism which controls
electroweak symmetry breaking. The
symmetry of the vacuum is broken by
the higgs field. Somewhere along the
line, this fundamental field has to
show itself as one or more higgs
particles.

To explore this mechanism means
having constituent particles - quarks
and gluons, or their lepton (electron)
counterparts - colliding at energies of
about 1 TeV (1000 GeV). To provide
1 TeV collisions between the quarks

and gluons hidden deep inside
protons, the colliding protons have to
have energies of about 10 TeV.

The LHC idea for a proton collider
in the LEP tunnel was first heard in
public in March 1984 at a workshop
at Lausanne. The following year,
CERN Council asked Carlo Rubbia to
chair a Long Range Planning Com-
mittee to explore options for the
future of the Laboratory. This com-
mittee evaluated the lepton and
quark routes to 1 TeV collisions.

The electron-positron collider route
is well signposted, which is why
CERN built LEP. Interactions of the
pointlike electrons and positrons are
'clean', while the collision energy is
concentrated in elementary projec-
tiles and not shared out, giving a 
1 TeV electron-positron collider
roughly the same physics reach as a 
10 TeV proton machine.

However LEP is definitely the last
word in electron-positron storage
rings. Electrons lose lots of energy,
as synchrotron radiation, as they

In LHC's 'twin-aperture' designs, the channels 
for the separate proton beams are held in a 
single magnetic and cryogenic structure. 
(Photo Pons, Paris) 

'skid' around tight curves. LEP was
made big to minimize this expensive
energy loss. To go beyond LEP
energies means using linear
colliders, firing electron and positron
beams at each other, with virtually no
synchrotron radiation losses.

However such linear colliders are
out of reach in today's technology,
requiring the prior development of
high gradient accelerating structures,
high intensity beams and nanometre
focussing techniques.

The Rubbia Committee acknowl-
edged the attraction of the electron-
positron route, recommending a 
vigorous R&D programme to push
towards a long-term goal of a CERN
Linear Collider, CLIC, which is now
producing encouraging results
(September, page 1).

For the proton route to 1 TeV quark/
gluon collisions, the less demanding
R&D programme is still no cinch.
Getting to the required constituent
collision energies means straining
the bending magnets, necessarily
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Coil winding for LHC magnets at one of 
CERN's industrial partners. 
(Photo Jeumont Industrie) 

superconducting, to the limit. To
ensure the physics aims needs a 
plentiful supply of collisions, implying
a hefty job of work for the detectors.

This was a big technological bite,
but it was chewable. A proton
collider, with its inherent range of
constituent quark/gluon collision
energies, has no sharp behaviour
threshold and is less likely to 'miss
out'.

The existing LEP tunnel and
CERN's flexible proton supply sys-
tem also pointed to a proton collider
as an obvious choice. The LHC option
therefore emerged as the Commit-
tee's priority recommendation.

As well as opening a new collision
regime, LHC would pay additional
dividends. Feeding nuclei into the
LHC ring would extend CERN's
heavy ion programme, while having
LHC and LEP in the same tunnel
would give an electron-proton collider
'for free'.

LHC's high field superconducting
magnets appeared feasible on the
timescale of a decade or so and
would anyway benefit from the effort
mounted for the proton ring at
DESY's HERA collider. To ensure
that the LHC proposal fell on fertile
ground, the Rubbia Committee
proposed intensifying R&D, involving
other laboratories and industry. The
goals were high fields and 'twin-
aperture' designs, with the magnetic
channels for the separate proton
beams held in a single cryogenic
structure. In parallel a push began
towards detectors to cope with the
high collision rates. 'It is time to get
our hands dirty,' urged Carlo Rubbia
in 1987.

In June 1990 CERN's Scientific
Policy Committee endorsed the LHC
proposal and recommended that
Council should give an early indica-
tion of support. After valuable
groundwork by the European Com-

mittee for Future Accelerators
(ECFA), a major demonstration of
LHC support came in October 1990,
when some 500 participants attended
the ECFA LHC Workshop in Aachen,
Germany.

In 1991 a detailed technical report,
the so-called 'Pink Book', was favour-
ably received by a specially ap-
pointed LHC Review Committee of
fifteen leading experts from Europe,
the USA and Japan. In December
1991 Council concluded 'the LHC is
the right machine for the advance of
the subject and of the future of
CERN'.

The machine 

The LHC's twin interlaced synchro-
trons in the 27 km LEP tunnel will be
filled with protons supplied by the
existing CERN accelerator chain at
0.45 TeV. Locked in their twin super-
conducting magnetic channels, a 
unique configuration that saves
space and money, the particles will
be taken to 7 TeV, and unleashed to
collide at designated points.

In the tight confines of the LEP ring,
LHC's 'stiff high energy beams need
high magnetic fields to bend them.
Packing a maximum bending power
into the ring helps, but steering 7 TeV
protons needs dipole fields of 8.65
tesla. The only feasible solution is
superconducting magnets, with their
minimal power consumption.

The trail for superconducting
magnets was blazed by Fermilab's
Tevatron, commissioned in 1983.
Tevatron magnets reach peak fields
of 4.5 Tesla at liquid helium tempera-
ture, 4.2 K. The proton ring magnets
at DESY's HERA electron-proton
collider, commissioned in 1991, work
around 5.5 tesla.

To go to higher fields, LHC magnets
will operate at superfluid helium
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For LHC magnet measuring, a superfluid 
helium facility has been built at CERN 
exploiting cryogenics originally installed for 
testing superconducting cavities for the 
LEP200 scheme. 
(Photo CERN IT48.6.93) 

temperature, 1.9 K, putting new
demands on cable quality and coil
assembly.

LHC magnet coils will be long,
some 13m, to maximize bending
power in the ring. The initial plan
was to fill the ring with magnet
modules, or cells, each containing
four 9.45 metre dipoles. Adopting a 
cell configuration with three 13.58
metre magnets gave a 5% saving in
maximum field. Model prototype
magnets have attained fields as high
as 10.5 tesla, showing the validity of
the twin magnetic channel design
and promising a comfortable operat-
ing margin.

After looking at alternative dimen-
sions, design work homed in on an
inner diameter of 56 mm to accom-
modate the envisaged beam
emittance.

The 1991 'Pink Book' design
envisaged three collision regions.
Early discussions on the experimen-
tal programme quickly established
that the most probable configuration
for high luminosity would instead
have two collision regions.

This, combined with the realization
that the electronics of several detec-
tors would be integrating over more
than one bunch crossing, questioned
the reasoning behind the originally
specified proton bunch spacing of 15
ns. With the two beams converging
on either side of each collision point
producing beam-beam perturbations,
Carlo Rubbia asked whether per-
formance would not benefit from the
reduced long range beam-beam
force with fewer, albeit more intense,
bunches.

A new analysis of machine perform-
ance for only two high luminosity
experiments confirmed that a longer
gap between bunches could lead to
higher luminosity per experiment.
The final result is that with a 25ns

bunch spacing the beam-beam
limited luminosity in each of two
collision points can be expected to be
around 2.5 x 10 3 4 cnrr2s_ 1 instead of
1.6 x 10 3 4 cm"2 s 1 . This modest
increase requires only a slightly
higher bunch intensity, felt to be
within the possibilities of the injectors
and still far from single bunch insta-
bilities.

In the R& D programme for the
development of LHC high field
dipoles, the emphasis is changing
towards finding cost-effective solu-
tions. The latest of a line of some 10
short magnets was recently tested at
CERN and showed substantially
improved performance. With coils
wound by one of CERN's industrial
partners using improved supercon-
ducting cable, the magnet was
assembled and tested at CERN.
Cooled to 1.9K, it passed 9T before
quenching, reached 9.5T in five
quenches and finally achieved a 
record 10.5T. After full training and a 
complete thermal cycle all further
quenches occurred above 9.75T.
This is largely adequate for the
required 8.65T operating field and

with the origin of all quenches in the
ends, in particular at the connection
end, full length magnets can be
confidently expected to behave in a 
similar way.

The programme of model construc-
tion will continue to try and improve
the end structure and increase the
margin between operating and
quench field. In the meantime seven
10m dipoles are being completed by
four different manufacturers. These
magnets have differing structures
and do not, of course, use the latest
cable or incorporate all the latest
improvements. However their
performance is expected to be more
than adequate to confirm - at full
scale - field quality, cooling and
powering schemes, and quench
protection, and demonstrate that
European manufacturers have
mastered the demanding supercon-
ducting magnet technology.

Experiments and detectors 

Early on, CERN learned the lesson
that major new accelerator projects
have to march in step with prepara-
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A 70-tonne drawing bench for LHC supercon-
ductor
(Photo Alsthom Intermagnetics) 

tions for the experimental pro-
gramme. It is no good having a 
gleaming new machine delivering
beam on Day 1 if there are no
adequate detectors in place to exploit
them.

In 1986, a physics subpanel
(chaired by John Mulvey) of the
Rubbia Committee looked at the
promise and the challenge of LHC
physics, where discoveries would
need detectors braving luminosities
of 10 3 4 or more per sq cm per s.

As well as demonstrating the
support for LHC, the October 1990
ECFA LHC Workshop in Aachen also
reflected the LHC experimental
dilemma - attractive physics goals
tempered by the intricacies of han-
dling bunches of 101 1 protons cross-
ing every 15 nanoseconds or so.

As the nuclei of experimental teams
began to form, CERN set up the
Detector Research and Development
Committee (DRDC) to supervise the
allocation of resources for detector
technology projects. Organized along
the lines of a conventional experi-
ments committee, this was the first
time that detector resources had
been managed in this way at CERN.

DRDC proposals have been ap-
proved at an average rate of about
one per month, and are strongly
correlated with components for LHC
detectors. The work presently in-
volves collaborations among almost
200 institutes in over 30 countries,
with strong participation from indus-
try. Financial investment is about
10 million Swiss francs per year, with
CERN contributing about one third,
the rest being spent outside the
Laboratory.

With the physics aims clear and
detector R&D underway, the time
had come to start stitching a realistic
experimental programme together. In
March 1992, a major meeting on
LHC physics and detectors at Evian,
France, attracted over 600 special-
ists. Researchers from over 250
institutes around the world presented
Expressions of Interest for LHC
experiments, exploiting the full
potential of the machine. Four ideas
were for proton-proton experiments,
others were for heavy ion collisions,
beauty physics, and the use of
extracted LHC beams.

To push home the Evian message
and widen international involvement

in the research programme, special
'mini-Evian' roadshows were organ-
ized in Russia, China and Japan.

With feedback from this effort, the
next stage was to submit Letters of
Intent for consideration by CERN's
LHC Experiments Committee LHCC,
set up during the summer of 1992
under the chairmanship of Jean-
Jacques Aubert of Marseille. The
target date for Letters of Intent for the
major proton-proton experiments was
1 October 1992.
Three Letters of Intent were re-

ceived and formally presented at the
first open session of the LHCC, in
November 1992. They were from
L3P, CMS and ATLAS, a post-Evian
merger of the earlier ASCOT and
EAGLE groups. The Lois were
signed by more than 1750 scientists
from about 160 institutes, with a 
strong participation from non-Mem-
ber States, an impressive indication
of world-wide interest in LHC physics
(January, page 6).

The LHCC began the arduous task
of assessment and adjudication. As
well as physics suitability, main
magnets, cost estimates, and timeta-
bles were all scrutinized.

Especially important in these cost-
conscious times is staging, building a 
detector in a series of steps to
spread costs over a longer period
while ensuring useful physics at start-
up. With a guideline of 300 million
Swiss francs for the cost of a gen-
eral-purpose detector at turn-on,
staging showed how detectors with
fewer tracking planes, coarser
calorimeter granularity, or reduced
coverage in the forward and back-
ward regions could be eventually
upgraded to attain final design goals.

By April of this year the LHCC was
ready for the next step. At least two
proton-proton experiments were
essential, so that physics claims
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The first LHC quadrupoie prototype on the test 
bench cryostat at the French Saclay Labora-
tory.

could be checked. However more
than two would be difficult to fund.

Despite the impressive effort that
had gone into the L3P approach, the
Committee felt that the detector
concepts of ATLAS and CMS ad-
dressed the basic physics issues
more convincingly. The LHCC made
provisional recommendations in June
that ATLAS and CMS should pro-
ceed towards Technical Proposals.

While proton-proton collisions are
the main thrust of LHC physics, its
other possibilities have not been
neglected. For ion-ion collisions the
main physics goal is the quark-gluon
plasma, which is thought to have
existed in the early Universe before
nuclear matter was formed.

The ion community quickly formed a 
single collaboration, ALICE, which
presented its Lol at an LHCC Open
Session in April 1993 (July, page 4).

The third major interest is the
physics of B particles - containing the
fifth ('beauty') quark - copiously
produced by LHC's proton-proton
collisions and probing the Standard
Model from a new direction. The
major proton-proton experiments
could cover this sector, but not
optimally. Three specialized B 
experiments were discussed, each
using a different beam scenario.
COBEX would run in the proton-
proton collider; GAJET would use a 
gas jet target squirted across one of
the LHC proton beams; LHB would
use an external target, shaving off
part the circulating beam with a bent
crystal.

Overall, LHC cost estimates also
depend on the long term plan,
including the destiny of LEP. Project
approval during 1994 would imply
that LEP200 physics would be
concluded in the summer of 1999
and LHC commissioning would be
complete in the spring of 2002.

SACLAY
First LHC quadrupoie
test

The first cold mass of the "two in
one" quadrupoie for the LHC demon-
stration half-cell (one quadrupoie and
three dipoles) has been successfully
tested at the French Saclay Labora-
tory. The magnet reached 15,060A,
its nominal intensity, during its
second ramp; the first ramp had been
stopped by transition in one of the
quadrupoles at 14,437A, 96% of its
nominal current. The 15060A level
was maintained for several hours.

The current was subsequently
increased to 15,100A without prob-
lems. The nominal gradient of 252T/
m is already 17% higher than the
new LHC requirements (8.65T). The
resulting first magnetic measure-
ments show that the magnets are
very close to specifications. The
252T/m gradient obtained in the
56mm aperture is claimed to be a 
new world record.

This quadrupoie has been designed
in a CERN/CEA (Commissariat a 
I'Energie Atomique) collaboration
(DSM/DAPNIA/STCM) at Saclay.
The basic elements and the tooling
have been manufactured by Euro-
pean industry, while winding, assem-
bly and testing have been under-
taken entirely at Saclay.

The LHC quadrupoie design is
largely inspired by those for DESY's

HERA electrort-proton collider,
prototypes for which were also
designed and developed at Saclay.
The more demanding LHC require-
ments, for instance the fourfold
increase in electromagnetic con-
straints over HERA, needed improve-
ments, such as modifications of the
coil retaining rings, which use a 
double system of pins per quadrant.

The magnetic circuit design uses
seamless single metal sheets without
welds. The cold mass is ready for
delivery to CERN and for mounting in
the cryostat of the short straight
section of the demonstration half-cell.
The second cold mass included in
the contract is completed and will be
available for testing as soon as the
first has left the test bench.

Principal characteristics

Nominal gradient 252T/m

Coil aperture 56mm

Field quality in a 

30mm diameter 1 0 4

Magnetic length 3m

Nominal current

(88% of critical intensity) 15060A

Mean coil current 530A/mm2

Maximum field 7.76T

Operating temperature 1.8K

Stored energy 890KJ
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